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“Essential oils, known as nature’s living energy, are the natural, aromatic
volatile liquids found in shrubs, flowers, trees, roots, bushes, and seeds. The
distinctive components in essential oils defend plants against insects,
environmental conditions, and disease. They are also vital for a plant to grow,
live, evolve, and adapt to its surroundings. Essential oils are extracted from
aromatic plant sources via steam distillation, and are highly concentrated and
far more potent than dry herbs.

While essential oils often have a pleasant aroma, their chemical makeup is
complex and their benefits vast—which makes them much more than
something that simply smells good.

Historically, essential oils have played a prominent role in everyday life. With
more than 200 references to aromatics, incense, and ointments throughout the
Bible, essential oils are said to be used for anointing and healing the sick.
Today, essential oils are used for aromatherapy, massage therapy, emotional
health, personal care, nutritional supplements, household solutions, and much
more,” the Young Living website.

We recommend Young Living Essential Oils.  There is some additional
information about that company below.

Below are the 19 Axiom of Quest Soul Languages or the mission category of
Soul Language. Use the chart below to find the beneficial oil for your Axiom of
Quest (mission Language) for this year.

If you are interested in exploring essential oils in a deeper way and/or receiving
an Essential Oil Spiritual Program Session conducted by the founder of Know
Soul’s Language, Jennifer Urezzio please feel free to contact or secure your
session via the website.

You can purchase any of these oils by clicking here or going to the store link on
the Know Soul’s Language website.
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Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Ambassador Australian Blue A powerful, aromatic
essence that unites
ancient aboriginal
wisdom with today's
scientific knowledge
about essential oils to
uplift and inspire the
mind and heart. This
exotic essential oil blend
has sweet, earthy
undertones responsible
for its calming and
stabilizing effects.

Arranger Present Time An empowering
fragrance that heightens
the sense of being "in the
moment." Concentrating
on the past can be
counterproductive. You
can go forward and
progress when you focus
on the present time.

Avatar Sacred Mountain Promotes feelings of
strength, empowerment,
grounding, and
protection that are a
result of being close to
nature. This blend of
conifer essential oils,
including spruce, fir, and
cedarwood, evokes the
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feelings of sanctity found
in the mountains.

Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Bridgewaker RutaVala Promotes relaxation of
the body and mind. It
helps ease tension and
relieve stress. The blend
helps overcome negative
feelings while
encouraging a positive
attitude and comfort.

Caretaker Common Sense An essential oil is a
proprietary blend of
Young Living essential
oils formulated to
enhance rational
decision-making abilities
leading to increased
wellness, purpose, and
abundance.

Counselor Acceptance Stimulates the mind
with oils specially
blended to promote
feelings of accepting
ourselves and others,
regardless of perceived
barriers. This blend also
helps overcome
procrastination and
denial.
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Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Elemental Dream Catcher An exotic formula
designed to enhance the
process of dreaming and
visualization. The ability
to hold onto your dreams
- positive dreams that
move you forward
emotionally and
spiritually - can lead to a
greater ability to realize
your desires and stay on
the path of fulfillment.
Dream Catcher also
protects against negative
dreams that may cloud
your vision.

Equalizer Valor An empowering
combination of
therapeutic-grade
essential oils that works
with both the physical
and spiritual aspects of
the body to increase
feelings of strength,
courage, and self-esteem
in the face of adversity.
Renowned for its
strengthening qualities,
Valor enhances an
individual's internal
resources. It has also
been found to help
energy alignment in the
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body.

Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Genius Egyptian Gold Includes the biblical
essential oils rose,
cinnamon, balsam fir,
and lavender, renowned
for spiritual sensitivities.
This transcendent blend
gently enhances
moments of devotion and
reverence.

Gladiator Harmony An exquisite blend that
promotes physical and
emotional well-being by
bringing harmonic
balance to the energy
centers of the body. The
liberating, balancing,
and calming essential
oils in this blend open us
to new possibilities while
contributing to an overall
feeling of well-being.

Matriarch/Patriarch Release Combines uplifting,
calming oils that
stimulate a sense of
peace and emotional
well-being, which in turn
facilitate the ability to
release anger and
frustration. Repressed
negative emotions lie at
the root of many health
concerns. Release
promotes harmony and
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balance in the mind and
body.

Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Mentor Joy A luxuriously exotic
blend with uplifting
overtones that creates
magnetic energy and
brings joy to the heart.
When worn as cologne or
perfume, Joy exudes an
alluring and irresistible
fragrance that inspires
romance and
togetherness. When
diffused, it can be
refreshing and uplifting.

Negotiator Humility Helpful for obtaining
forgiveness and a deeper
spiritual awareness. This
soothing and calming
combination of oils
brings balance to your
heart and mind,
enabling you to find a
peaceful place, where
healing can begin.

Observer Grounding A relaxing and balancing
blend of essential oils
that provides a
stabilizing influence.
Emotional chaos can
lead to poor decisions.
Grounding helps you
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cope with reality in a
positive manner. denial.

Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Peacemaker Peace & Calming A gentle, fragrant blend.
When diffused, it helps
calm tensions and uplift
the spirit, promoting
relaxation and a deep
sense of peace. When
massaged on the
bottoms of the feet, it
can be a wonderful
prelude to a peaceful
night's rest. Peace &
Calming may be
especially calming and
comforting to young
children after an
overactive and stressful
day.

Pioneer Highest Potential An exotic blend designed
to increase your capacity
to achieve your highest
potential. It combines
the uplifting and
inspirational qualities of
Australian Blue with the
power of Gathering to
help bring greater unity
of purpose. Jasmine is
added to enhance self-
confidence, while ylang
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ylang calms, soothes,
and harmonizes.

Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Politician Transformation Empowers and upholds
changes you want to
make in your belief
system. By replacing
negative beliefs with
revitalizing new thought
patterns, a
transformation in
behaviors, emotions, and
attitudes is possible.

Prophet Believe An uplifting blend of
essential oils that has a
steadying, balancing
effect on emotions,
helping you to overcome
feelings of despair and
move beyond them to a
higher level of
awareness. It helps
release the unlimited
potential everyone
possesses, making it
possible to experience
health, happiness, and
vitality more fully.
Believe can also provide
feelings of strength and
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faith.

Axiom of Quests Essential Oil Description

Significator Awaken An inspiring combination
of several essential oil
blends that helps bring
about inner awareness
and awakening. True
understanding of one's
self is the first step
toward making
successful changes and
desirable transitions.
This blend may help you
progress toward your
highest potential.

Young Living Essential Oils, the leading provider of essential oils, offers more
than 300 essential oil singles and blends. All Young Living essential oils meet
the YLTG standard. This means that every essential oil Young Living distills or
sources has the optimal naturally-occurring blend of constituents to maximize
the desired effect. Only YLTG essential oils should be used for the primary
methods of application, which include inhalation and application.”


